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Foreword

JACQUI LIM
Chief Executive Officer,
Havas Media Group &
Chief Growth Officer
(SEA & North Asia)

As we enter a new phase of re-opening of the economy, resumption of all
social activities and hybrid work arrangements, a fresh wave of consumer
behaviours and habits will surface with renewed hope and energy. While the
surge of commuter traffic and footfall does not come as a surprise, there are
nuanced and notable differences in mobility trends that have a signiﬁcant
impact on how we plan out-of-home media meaningfully and effectively.
Hybrid work arrangements have also reshaped the concept of workday, worklife and workforce, impacting commuter behaviours and leading to the
permanence of hyper-localisation, decentralisation and fragmentation.
Together with our partner, Clear Channel Singapore, we seek to examine these
observations and trends and how it impacts brands as we embark on a much
evolved approach to outdoor planning in this current landscape.

Clear Channel Singapore first initiated the concept of #thenewcommuter
at the start of 2022. The leading trend that underpins #thenewcommuter
is hybrid working (which creates new and different pockets of peak
periods throughout the day, and alters the concept of “optimal ad
placements”). Work-from-Home (WFH) arrangements popularises
localised activities and retail patronages that are in proximity to homes,
resulting in fragmented geographical pockets of consumer congregation,
making regional town centres the heartbeat of retail and social activities.
With footfall exceeding pre-pandemic levels, media practitioners like us
seek a better understanding of consumer sentiments (attitudes) and
movements (behaviours). With Havas Media Group, we stretch the
concept of #thenewcommuter further, to understand more about the
consumer journey today, in real life.

KELLY KHOO
Chief Executive Officer,
Clear Channel
Singapore
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PREFACE

Preface

Over two years of lockdowns, quarantines and stay-home notices,
Singaporeans have come to develop new habits and behaviours. Yet,
how does this change their expectations and desired experience of a
new world?
Answering this requires an understanding of both our sentiments
(attitudes) and movements (behaviour). `
In conjunction with Clear Channel Singapore, Havas Media Group
Singapore peeks into the immediate post-COVID future of people &
places: their new attitudes and new mobility patterns, to better
understand what we call: #thenewcommuter.
Harnessing insights into shifting consumer mindsets with Havas
Group’s Prosumer study along with Clear Channel’s
audience-understanding analytics system LEXI, we break down the
conﬂuence of tech, data and consumer trends to reveal what’s in store.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Much has been said about the pandemic and many of us would be familiar with the
feeling of the world coming to a standstill just two years ago. Fast forward to today,
we have made progress and we are slowly adapting to the life of the ‘new normal’, a
term that is soon to be or if not already passé.
With ﬁve variants across two years and inevitably more to come, what was once a
‘novel’ virus has only served to reshape our old habits. Our new modes of living have
changed the way we move and for marketers, this also means learning to manage
the new digital landscape. This drawn-out pandemic has invited new technologies
and is opportune for rethinking the way marketers reach out to audiences,
especially as consumers head outside. According to the Harris Poll, OOH
advertising could return to greater prominence in the marketing mix as consumers
begin commuting and embracing outdoor. Additionally, digital device burnout is
leading to an increased attention paid to OOH ads and less attention to digital ads.¹

“

Life after the pandemic: what is the ‘next normal’ for mobility? This paper aims
to examine the several ‘shifts’ of post COVID-19, the new consumer and commuting
behaviours, how they affect mobility and the evolving state of outdoor advertising
in the foreseeable future.

This drawn-out pandemic
has invited new
technologies and is
opportune for rethinking the
way marketers reach out to
audiences, especially as
consumers head outside.

”
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5 POST-COVID SHIFTS

In late 2020, a global study of Prosumers (the leading 15-20% of consumers) by the Havas Group found
that the pandemic had introduced new behavioural drivers for consumers. Across the world, people
were searching for smaller, daily joys (51% Prosumers), to reconnect with nature (40% Prosumers) and
change their purchasing habits towards more local and sustainable brands (71% Prosumers).²
But these rising sentiments weren’t exclusive to the seven markets being tested. Singapore too, was
witnessing a similar transition:

1
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SHIFT #1: MOBILITY BEHAVIOURS

Shifting Mobility
Behaviours

Work:

Attempting to get through rush-hour traffic used to be
the bane of every working adult. Since the pandemic,
attempting to navigate Zoom probably caused similar
anxieties.
But these anxieties don’t stop at video-conferencing
platforms. Surveys have shown that more Singaporeans
are feeling stressed (68% found 2021 to be most
stressful, with 58% struggling more with mental health
in the workplace compared to 2020 - Oracle, 2021)³ and
curious about the effectiveness of working from home
(36% feel the home is a difficult place to be productive
and 35% feel more burned out by work when they do so
- Ipsos, 2021).⁴
This has resulted in a complete rethink of work
arrangement practices which brings us to our next
point on the implementation of the hybrid work-model.
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SHIFT #1: MOBILITY BEHAVIOURS

Hybrid work
is the new
remote work.

“

The ideal situation
according to
respondents is to
be able to work
from home three
out of the ﬁve-day
work week.

A majority (77%) of the local workforce feel that employers
should be more ﬂexible when it comes to having them report
to a physical office post-pandemic. The ideal situation
according to respondents is to be able to work from home
three out of the ﬁve-day work week.
Singapore’s largest bank - DBS – has also recently rolled out a
scheme allowing for employees to work from home up to
40% of the time as it embraces the hybrid model. Whilst not
every company is as receptive to this ‘ﬂuidity’ due to the
nature of the business, with some preferring to follow the
government’s directive (50% of those who work from home
will be allowed back into office from 1st Jan - Ministry of
Health, 2021)⁵, the expectation for greater work ﬂexibility is
cemented and expected.

”

With a greater number of people eager to ‘take back control
of their time’ and not be chained to an office clock, the
concept of achieving a better work-life balance for some has
never appeared closer. This means the weekday movement
of people will change as they adapt to new patterns within
the ‘workday’, pursuing new interests and lifestyles.
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SHIFT #1: MOBILITY BEHAVIOURS

Suburban is the
new urban.

This has gone some way in shaping new perceptions of local establishments. In a 2021
study conducted by Amazon Singapore, they found that Singaporeans across the board
were more passionate about supporting local brands. When asked how many of them
bought from a local brand in the past week, 48% of Gen X’s, 44% of Millennials and 34% of
Gen Z’s pleaded guilty.⁶
Armed with a renewed interest in our suburban communities, we see greater movement
in and around their respective heartlands. In many ways, this has strengthened their
individual tribes and marketers can start making strong cases for ‘tribal marketing’ segmenting and catering to audiences based not just on shared beliefs and interests, but
also their geographical affinities.

“

Armed with a renewed interest in our
suburban communities, we see greater
movement in and within their
respective heartlands.

”
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SHIFT #1: MOBILITY BEHAVIOURS

Prior to the pandemic, Singaporeans were some of the most well-travelled
people globally. With the introduction of travel restrictions, ﬂights and dreams
were grounded overnight. Within the city-state, locals also met with several
phases of lockdowns and restricted group sizes when it came to dining out or
drinking all-out.
According to Lavinia Rajaram, Asia Head of PR for Expedia Group brands,
‘Singaporeans are some of the most avid travellers in the region, and when we
consider the lack of options for inter-city travel within the country, it is of little
surprise that they are the most vacation deprived people globally this year’.
With that said, she added that ‘they have adapted well while embracing the
nationalistic spirit of rediscovering Singapore while supporting local tourism
through staycations and local activities’.

Play:
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SHIFT #1: MOBILITY BEHAVIOURS

Outdoors the
new in-thing.
But if staying indoors (at home and in malls) proved stiﬂing and
prone to catching unwanted viruses, people started creating
workarounds to head out within the given restrictions. In late
2020, Channel NewsAsia reported a surge in popularity for cycling
and a 68% increase in ridership in January, followed by a 25%
increase in February and 20% in March for bike-sharing operator
Anywheel.⁷ According to another player - SG Bike - they have also
seen ‘increased usage around neighbourhoods and outdoor parks
such as along East Coast Park, Gardens by the Bay and the Marina
Bay area’.
Outside the great outdoors, Singaporeans are also ﬁnding ways to
retreat with their most intimate groups. Aided by government
efforts to boost Singapore’s domestic tourism market, we’re also
witnessing a boost across themed staycations (from experiences
tied up with McDonalds and Haagen-Dazs to spending a night at
the Singapore Zoo) to local attractions.

If the recovery of public transport (ridership at 78% of
pre-COVID levels and growing) is somewhat expected, what’s
proven surprising is the increase in walking that increased by
9% from Jan ‘20 to Dec ‘21 according to Apple Mobility
Trends.
This means the opportunity to rethink the way we’re choosing
to move. From cycling routes, walking trails to nature hikes,
focusing on one’s journey allows us new opportunities to
reach out in a differentiated way. Under the Sustainable
Singapore Blueprint, they have set out to achieve a cleaner
and greener transport system by 2030 as well. With such
fundamental changes, along with other recent developments,
are pushing mobility leaders, brands and marketers to
reimagine the future of mobility.
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SHIFT #2: USE OF DATA AND TECHNOLOGY

Shifting Use of
Data and Technology

To then reach the right audience successfully, we will need to shift
beyond looking at them purely as a demographic and embracing the
unpredictability of travel behaviours to consider other parameters.
How then can brands make valuable decisions?
As technology has developed, so have opportunities for advertisers to
communicate with audiences. Data and technology have upended the
advertising business with companies ﬁnding ways to target people by
building homegrown tools, using targeted ads, or engaging ad tech
and mar-tech companies for assistance. The transformation from
data to information is essential as it allows brands to make quicker
and more intelligent decisions.
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SHIFT #3: TARGETING MODELS

Given the shifting mobility behaviours, it’s
only natural that marketers need to follow
suit by making decisions that take on a
scientiﬁc approach.

Shifting Targeting
Models

Technology and data allow us to bring a
more audience-centric approach that
makes designing for OOH not just an art,
but data-led, fact-based, and
insight-driven. One such example is Clear
Channel Singapore’s suite of OutSmart
Solutions, namely OutSmart Pin,
OutSmart Pro and OutSmart Connect.
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SHIFT #3: TARGETING MODELS

OutSmart Pin

Uncovering deep insight into human mobility with
Location Intelligence.

Outsmart Pin is a smart-targeting and audience-planning tool
that combines location proximity to point-of-interest with
audience and brand affinity. The platform allows deep insights
into human mobility and audience exposure in relation to an
OOH site. By tying places and people (Interests, Behaviour, and
Intent) insights gleaned through high quality consumer
location data, marketers have an unprecedented opportunity
to scale their reach within localities and among audiences that
are the most relevant to them, and later measure the visits to
their physical stores.
The OutSmart Pin planning tool recommends suitable media
across Clear Channel Singapore’s total inventory of 3,000 bus
shelters, across 6,000 faces of both static and digital displays,
with over 5.2 million points of interest across Singapore.

An example of a
campaign looking to
target fast food diners -OutSmart Pin offers the
R&F of the total no. of
recommended sites with
the highest number
mobile IDs associated
with interest in fast food
or have been seen at a
fast-food restaurant in
the last 30 days.
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SHIFT #3: TARGETING MODELS

OutSmart Pro

Asia's ﬁrst near real-time
impressions in programmatic DOOH.
NTUC FairPrice Co-operative Ltd

+

Precision Targeting in OOH
- FairPrice Finest Festival
Objectives:
The OOH audiences began to return in Phase 2 (2020).
FairPrice Finest sought precise targeting to Finest’s key
consumer proﬁles: Millennials, young families and expats –
where they are.
OOH Approach:
“We saw in Outsmart Pro the perfect solution to address Fair
Price challenges for its Finest Festival. It assimilates with our
proprietary Meaningful Media (Mx) approach, and provides the
suitable connection with the right audience, at the right scale,
thanks to audience mobility data.” Franck Vidal, APAC Director
– Adcity at Havas Media, AOR agency of NTUC Fair Price.
With OutSmart Pro, FairPrice was able to have a customised
ProxPax of 153 screens near to Supermarkets, and customised
audience segmentation that consisted of Grocery Buyers who
frequent other supermarkets.

Results:
OutSmart Pro
delivered to:

3 mil

Impressions

2.5 mil

Audience Impressions

85%

Avg. Audience
Concentration

Proprietary & Conﬁdential – No part of this document may be reproduced or disclosed in any manner to a third party without the prior written consent of Clear Channel Singapore Pte Ltd.

An example of a campaign
(NTUC FairPrice
Co-operative Ltd) where
OutSmart Pro enabled
precision targeting to
NTUC’s audience in OOH,
achieving 3 million
impressions, 2.5million
audience impressions and
an average audience
concentration of 85%.

OutSmart Pro, Singapore’s ﬁrst built-for-purpose exchange for
programmatic DOOH (pDOOH) buy, enables marketers to connect
with custom audiences in the physical world based on consumer
behaviour and audience movement patterns in the OOH realm to
drive business outcomes and higher accountability.
Bringing together: speed, control and intelligence – from ﬁxed
ownership to ﬂexible ownership, reactive and conditional
ad-serving, to proof-of-play – all of which will give marketers an
edge in reaching audiences where they live, work and play.
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SHIFT #3: TARGETING MODELS

OutSmart Pro

Asia's ﬁrst near real-time
impressions in programmatic DOOH.

Endowus

OutSmart Pro Assisted Service
Objectives:
As part of their aim to drive awareness, Endowus wanted
presence in DOOH to reach parents and audience with interest
in ﬁnancial planning, and in 14 speciﬁc areas in Singapore.
Challenge:
With Covid-19 changing how consumers live, work and play,
Endowus was unable to identify where their audience are at.
With a limited budget, they wanted to receive the desired
coverage by targeting the right audience.
OOH Approach:
Instead of displaying ads via proximity to location, OutSmart
Pro assisted was recommended as a service to help ﬁnd their
target audience
(a) Interest in ﬁnancial planning/savings/investing;
(b) Parents with young kids
A proﬁle of their audience was built, and a recommendation
was made of a list of audience segment for targeting where
their ads could be delivered across CCS digital inventory.

+
Results:
OutSmart Pro
delivered to:

5.2 mil

Impressions

72%

Avg. Audience
Concentration

Proprietary & Conﬁdential – No part of this document may be reproduced or disclosed in any manner to a third party without the prior written consent of Clear Channel Singapore Pte Ltd.

An example of a campaign where OutSmart Pro helped Endowus to target
audiences in speciﬁc areas around Singapore, achieving 5.2 million impressions
and an average audience concentration of 72%.
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SHIFT #3: TARGETING MODELS

OutSmart Connect

Bringing customers one step closer to conversion.

Physical devices and objects connected to the internet and to
each other, in ways that encourage more intelligent day-to-day
decision-making. To target those who have seen an OOH ad
(static and/or digital OOH) and drive an action on mobile, the
solution helps move marketers’ audiences one step closer to
conversion. How it works: Mobile device IDs are tracked for
target audiences who are served the ads. The same group of
target audience are retargeted on mobile with banner ads
where they are redirected to the webpage or app store to drive
downloads when banner ad is clicked.
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SHIFT #4: ADVERTISING LANDSCAPE
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Shifting Advertising Landscape

4
Now that we've explored both the changing mobility and
targeting patterns that the prolonged pandemic has brought
about, it may be insightful to look into the future and
examine how changes in the advertising landscape point to
a greater role for outdoor advertising.

SHIFT #4: ADVERTISING LANDSCAPE

‘Push’ vs. ‘Pull’
Content.

Content consumption has drastically changed over the years.
Today we see a stronger shift towards pull content and push content is taking
a back seat. Push content was much more relevant when entertainment
media used to also act as advertising media, later slowly becoming the driver
of the former. Having ﬁgured out a sustainable (maybe not as proﬁtable yet)
business model, these media touchpoints are now taking back their reins and
transforming into pure entertainment channels that are advertisement-free.
We’re looking at you, YouTube Premium, Spotify, Netﬂix…
It’s rational therefore, to expect that in future, increasingly more media
touchpoints beyond TV & Radio will become subscription-based leading to
limited media platform spaces. Including programmatic, OOH will be one such
pureplay channel.
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SHIFT #4: ADVERTISING LANDSCAPE

Privacy
Concerns vs.
Personalised
Experiences.

The ﬁght for digital privacy is publicly changing the way we use the Internet.
Recently, Apple announced that, as part of the iOS 14 update, it will be giving users the choice
to block the IDFA (Identiﬁer for Advertisers) at the app level. Among other changes, what this
means is the update will require apps to ask users for permission to collect and share data in a
bid to be more transparent. Perhaps unsurprisingly, opt-in rates will drop (industry experts are
estimating below 20% will provide their consent) and insights will be reduced.
But it’s not just Apple - Google is also announcing plans to remove third-party cookies from
Chrome over the next few years for greater consumer control and transparency. So where do
we go from here?
As the industry scrambles towards a ‘ﬁrst-party identity resolution’ or a ‘ﬁrst-party data’
approach, marketers will be encouraged to drive greater personalisation through the sole use
of context (e.g. discounted chilled beverages on a hot day) and contextual data provided by
users (think location, transaction and household data). From this POV, OOH is well-placed to
serve both audiences who are happy to trade their data and those who wish to remain private.
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SHIFT #5: OOH TECHNOLOGY

Shifting OOH Technology
Lesser time on mobile, more time being mobile.
OOH is recovering much quicker and there has been an increasing adoption of digital
screens along with new innovations in data and commerce, making OOH an even more
sought-after media channel.
With increasing device fatigue, marketers are challenged in trying to engage their target
audience effectively. According to the OAAA, 39% of consumers are spending less time on
their mobile phones, desktops or TV, and 62% are skipping more ads due to the
oversaturation of them. On the contrary, OOH offers a variety of different formats and
experiences that are considerably unobtrusive compared to the scrolling on digital
channels where ads are served, and consumers are forced to watch ads for a period
before being able to resume their intended content. Advertisers who are unfamiliar to
OOH are enticed with what OOH has to offer, and regular OOH advertisers are expanding
their approach by investing in tools, data, and technology. Despite the slowdown caused
by the pandemic, it has accelerated technology to the tipping point and a lot has happened
within the OOH space - where we can expect better capabilities to offer not just sharper
audience targeting but provide a more personalised experience.
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SHIFT #5: OOH TECHNOLOGY

Interactive OOH:

New ideas can be expected to engage and delight
consumers outdoors
Opaque to Clear Glass
Perfect for product reveal, the technology allows turning a frosted screen to clear glass in a second with a single
touch. Some ways the concept can be creatively adopted include: Launching a new ice cream ﬂavour, revealing a
frightening message during Halloween or simply to showcase the effectiveness of a cleaner spray product.

Holographic Capabilities
A great idea comprising of a high-deﬁnition 3D display that seemingly ﬂoats and appears in thin air. The HD, 3D-video
is rendered and uploaded onto the holographic fan that loops 24/7 with the product or campaign message. With
fancy visuals, this concept is sure to capture the desired eyeballs.

Web Augmented Reality (webAR)
What we know as a technology that allows users to access AR experiences directly from their smartphones. Using the
phone camera, brands can allow hidden products/characters to be revealed only through webAR on panels where
upon ‘capturing’ it, it takes them to the campaign’s website. This idea can be repurposed to reveal just about anything
from a dining menu to the latest deals, or even interacting with a special character or brand mascot.

Eye-Tracking
Eye tracking enables the measurement of eye movements, eye positions, and points of gaze through various
technological processes. Brands can create games that allow users to use only their eyes to move objects or ‘grab’
deals e.g. Instagram’s Flying Face Flappy Bird Game. Not limited to just games, the concept can be explored and used
in many ways, as far as one’s imagination can take him/her.

Dynamic Live Updates
Served as a lead generation for brands, this concept allows brands to have their ad shown on screen, with the latest
prices ﬂickering to show the ‘Live’ effect, together with a countdown timer that aims to drive urgency on the user to
scan the QR code to grab the deal. Upon being redirected to the microsite hosting the featured deals, the user will be
able to make soft bookings (with contact details shared) of hotel tickets, day trips in Singapore, or short getaways at
neighbouring countries etc. Brands get to follow up with the users and honour the prices captured during the
campaign.
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CONCLUSION

Mobility has changed and will continue to remain unpredictable. How we
respond to the ever-changing trends that shape the industry will continue to
evolve, especially with the distinctions between the physical and the digital
world blending. But as consumers move towards digital, we wonder about the
authenticity of the online/social personalities as there is little to no control
over the content and identities that are created online, even if it’s fabricated.
Marrying OOH with the emergence of online/social can then become a
powerful synergy as OOH veriﬁes some truth of the online identity - capturing
your online activities and layering on with insights into real-life interests,
behaviours, and intent. In reverse, perhaps it’s worth thinking about what the
everyday online activities and social media habits would look like when they
come alive in the offline world aka In Real Life sometime in the near future.
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CONCLUSION

What does this mean for brands?
Three key takeaways:
1. Consider the context (above the content)
As shifting consumer behaviours result in changing mobility patterns, it’s now more important than
ever to consider the context of our communications. Going beyond merely buying ‘eyeballs’, we could
give geographical advertising more meaning by considering the networks they’re part of, the new
values they’re championing as well as their new passions and hobbies.
2. Get geeky with targeting models
With evolved data and technology at our disposal, we’re now able to bring a more audience-centric
approach that’s data-led, fact-based and insight-driven. This means marketers today can scale their
reach within localities and amongst the most relevant audiences, above measuring visits to their
physical stores.
3. Make the experience more personal
Increased device fatigue and the interruptive nature of digital communications point to consumers
seeking a more personal advertising experience. With new innovations and capabilities being
introduced within the OOH space (webAR, eye-tracking, holographic images etc.), it offers not just
sharper audience targeting, but also provide a more personalised experience.
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